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Abstract- We propose a context representation language,
called the intelligent gadget markup language (IGML). It is
based on the event-condition-action (ECA) rule, and used to
describe contexts for intelligent gadgets. IGML provides service
developers with a way of specifying events that an intelligent
gadget deals with, conditions to be validated, and actions that are
carried out depending on the conditions. With the inherent
nature of extensibility, physiological information can be easily
specified as a context in IGML. This allows intelligent gadgets to
be adopted to various kinds of healthcare services.

I. INTRODUCTION

A key factor driving the advent of the ubiquitous
information society is the development of everyday items
which are imbued with intelligence. An intelligent gadget is a
smart object which has the capabilities to process information,
cooperate with other similarly equipped gadgets. They can be
deployed in various context-aware use scenarios including that
of healthcare services based on automatically captured
physiological data [1].

Services using gadgets have a great number of demands in
the future as the gadgets are more hidden and smarter in the
ubiquitous era. These services are mostly event-driven
because they should be carried into effect when something,
that is an event, happens. The specific moment or something
can be regarded as a context to perform jobs in the view of an
intelligent gadget. In this situation, how to represent contexts
properly gets more significance. While there are many
definitions of the word, "context", we see the context as an
event that satisfies the certain conditions. To be aware of a
certain context, the clear representation of context is
mandatory.

There have been many researches on ECA description in the
various fields. Due to its advantages of distinct and
comprehensible rule description, it has been spread into a
variety of domains and applications, including agent
collaboration [2], policy-based control and management [3],
middleware [4], and the web [5, 6] .

In this paper, we propose an intelligent gadget markup
language (IGML) to represent contexts for the intelligent
gadget. IGML is a language that describes event-condition-
action (ECA) rules in XML for intelligent gadgets to do event-
based services. Service developers are supposed to write rules
in IGML about what the intelligent gadget to do. It helps
developers define events they want to deal with, conditions
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based on the events, and actions to perform after events
satisfying the conditions.
IGML is simple and minimal since it is for the devices with

low capabilities. Also, it is differentiated from others in its
features that it regards all the data as events and it has a user-
defined action which service developers can define using
middleware-level APIs. Since every data is dealt with as an
event, it can be very useful especially in emergency such as a
sudden change of a patient's status.

In the following sections, we present the structure of
intelligent gadget information manager (IGIM) which
processes IGML. Then, we describe how IGML represent
event, condition, and action for intelligent gadgets.

II. INTELLIGENT GADGET INFORMATION MANAGER

In the middleware of an intelligent gadget, there exists an
information processing part, called IGIM [1]. IGIM takes
charge of processing information and makes the intelligent
gadget middleware event-based. The major role of IGIM is to
process ECA rules in IGML written by service developers.
IGIM is largely divided into four parts: the rule manager,

the event manager, the condition manager, and the action
manager. Fig. 1 shows the structure of IGIM.

*IGN: Intelligent Gadget Network
Fig. 1. The structure of Intelligent Gadget Information Manager (IGIM)

The rule manager gets IGML documents from the service
component and parses them using the IGML parser. The IGIM
parser distributes each of an event, a condition, and an action
to the event manager, the condition manager, and the action
manager, respectively. Each manager gets its own part of
IGML document from the rule manager, and processes it.
Events come from sensors attached to the gadget, other
gadgets, and the activity recognizer inside of IGIM. Because
of data directly from sensors, there need wrappers which
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transform naive sensor data to IGML. The activity recognizer
generates basic activities like walking, running, and standing
making use of sensor-data and sends them to the event
manager.

III. INTELLIGENT GADGET MARKUP LANGUAGE

IGML is a markup language for representing events,
conditions and linking with actions. It consists of four parts:
Rule, Event, Condition, and Action.

Fig. 2. The rule schema ofIGML

A. Rule
The rule plays a role of linking the event part, the condition

part, and the action part. The XML schema for the rule is
shown in Fig. 2. Several ECA rules for a service can be
specified inside the <rules> element and each ECA rule is
described with a <rule> element. This formation is similar to
the one of [7]. IGML has an optional attribute additionally
which can determine how many times this rule is activated.
Service developers are able to develop services with different
life span using this option.

B. Event
From the view of the intelligent gadget, all the data coming

from outside are defined as events in IGIM as well as
activities generated inside IGIM itself Table 1 shows the
primitive event type supported in the intelligent gadget. Events
are classified into 3 categories: raw data, activity, and
appearance. Sensor data events are from various kinds of
sensors attached to intelligent gadgets. Activity events IGIM
provides currently are standing, walking, running, lying,
sitting, and handshaking. Appearance events mean appearance
and disappearance of intelligent gadgets in the intelligent
gadget network. These events are described in the XML
format according to the characteristics of each type [8].

C. Condition
The condition part of IGML is stated in terms of XPath

expressions. IGML supports some of XPath built-in operators
such as Boolean operators "and" and "or", and comparison
operators "=", "!=", "<", ">", "<=", ">=" . Because of the

resource restriction of intelligent gadgets, IGML limits the
recursiveness of XPath expression. Detailed description of
conditions in IGML can be found on [8].

TABLE I
PRIMITIVE EVENT TYPE

Event type Event sub-type
Raw Data Bogy heat

Heart rate
Blood pressure
ECG
EEG
EMG
GPS
Temperature
Acceleration
Illumination

Activity N/A
Appearance N/A

D. Action
An action triggered when the specified events occur and

satisfy the condition can be specified by IGML. IGML
supports the representation of three kinds of actions; the
invocation of other service components, the delivery of events
to other service components, and the user-defined actions.

User-defined action is a unique feature in IGML. Service
developers can define their own functions using APIs
provided by Intelligent Gadget Middleware and specify a
function name, parameters and a return type in the IGML
document. Then, it is performed like other actions in the
document. So, service developers do their own actions with
the other two built-in actions. The XML schema of the action
part is also in [8].

IV. RELATED WORKS & CONCLUSION

The proposed IGML is an ECA description language for
intelligent gadgets in the ubiquitous computing environment.
It is a simple and light description language suitable for small
embedded systems like intelligent gadgets for healthcare
services. It is unique in that all the incoming data are regarded
as events and that service developers can define their own
actions using middleware-level APIs.
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